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1 introduction

§ QCD works above ΛQCD。

§ Chiral EFT (ChEFT) is an unrenormalizable 
theory. The unknown coupling constants grow 
in number as we go to higher orders to 
improve the accuracy of calculations in high 
energy region.

§ To get information about the couplings: 
experimental determination,  matching with 
QCD in high energy region.



 RChT

§ In 0.5-2GeV, there are lots of unflavored 
mesons.

§ RChT: by Ecker, Gasser, Pich, Rafael.
§ It introduces heavier resonances as new 

degrees of freedom.
§ It is the 'full theory' of ChPT



GF in high energy region

§ Unkown couplings in RChT? Experiment and 
theory constraints.

§ Matching their Green functions (GFs).
§ RChT should give the same high energy 

behavior as that of QCD.
§ Extend to the unphysical region of LQCD?



Scalars

§ Scalars: the same quantum number as that of 
QCD

mass, new physics?

inner structure

pole locations

existence
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partly done

almost done



2.Matching:SVV,SAA

§ Matching GF between QCD and ChEFT in the 
high energy region, using large Nc and OPE. 

§ Ward identity



SAA， QCD

§ P and Q are the Lorentz structure of 
momentum, they vanish by timing p1μ and p2ν.



SAA，ChEFT

§ Lagrangians of ChPT and RChT.

§ ChPT's contribution to SAA GFs.

Goldstone bosons



SAA 

§ Contribution of RChT 

Resonance 
propagator



SAA 
§ GFs of RChT

§ Matching them with those of QCD, we obtain the 
constraints about couplings. Since p1 and p2 go to 
infinity arbitrarily, one can require each formalism of 
momentum is matched.



SAA matching

§ constrains

§ 15 couplings, 4 of them remain 
§ also from                      , one can knows three 

more couplings, only 1 remain
V. Cirigliano, et.al., NPB753 (2006) 179
G. Ecker, PLB223 (1989) 425
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SVV， QCD

§ The GF contain only forms of P and Q, and it 
satisfies Ward identity.

§ QCD part.



SVV
§ O(p6) and higher order lagrangians.

§ RChT does not contribute to the GFs with Q.



SVV
§ We need to include higher order ones to finish the 

match.

§ From power-counting, we also need to consider 
such terms 



SVV
§ The higher order lagrangians, corresponding to 

O(p8) and higher terms.

§ In EFT: when a resonance is integrated out ,  it 
contributes O(p2) interaction of light pseudoscalar 
mesons. 



SVV
§ GFs of SVV, from RChT 



SVV
§ Matching results

29 parameters，
14+1 conctraints, 
and one is from 
two point GFs and 
forward dispersion 
relation.

G. Ecker, PLB223 (1989) 425



§ Firstly we need to know which resonances 
should be filled in the current.

3. Phenomenology of SAA

Jaffe
Phys. Rept. 409 (2005) 1

Ma>Mκ, tetraquark?

, 



Mixing mechanism

§ The light and heavy mesons of I=1(1/2) could 
have mixing

§ The lagrangian of these mesons



f0 mixing

§ I=0 mesons are more complicated. We only 
consider the mixing between the heavier ones

§ f0(1710)-f0(1370)-f0(1500) mixing



§ Large Nc is not a perfect counting for scalars, so 
we include the NLO ones.

§ Constraints from two-point GFs may be violated 
in the phenomenology of scalars.

§ LO+NLO contributions.

Large Nc contribution at NLO



Refinement of experimental data

§ For scalars, the datas are not complete and some 
of them are even contradicted with each other. We 
choose the more 'reliable' ones by analysis.



FSI

§ Final state interactions between the light 
pseudoscalars can not be ignored.

K-Matrix, extend to 1.8GeV, 
L.Y.Dai&M.R.Pennington, 
PLB736(2014)11; PRD90 
(2014) 036004; 



Fit to the widths



Our couplins
§ cd=cm ：it is satisfied in light scalars , they are 

larger for light ones than that of heavy ones
§ a0(980) has a small mixing angle with a0(1450)，

while that of κ and K0
*(1430) is almost 90 degree.

glueball component 
is mainly from 
f0(1710), its NLO 
contribution from 
large Nc could be 
ignored.



§ f0(1710) has a large glueball component，f1370 is 
composed of u,d mainly, and f1500 is composed 
of s mainly.

SAA



Other phenomenology

Preliminary results



Prospects

§ VPP？Tensors？

§ g-2 constraint？



4. Summary

We match the three point GFs of SAA and SVV 
between QCD and ChEFT, and obtain the constaints 
for couplings.  

We study the decay widths of sclars into two 
pseudoscalars. We found that: f0(1370),f0(1500), f0(1710) 
are mainly composed of uu(dd), ss, glueball, respectively. 

 More phenomenology, measurements, are needed to 
check the theory.




